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â€œA weird and disillusioned epic, with humour as phlegmatic as our hero, who could well be .... â€œIt is absurd, smart and erudite, but also poetic and even moving. ... â€œIn this brilliantly executed dystopia, Marie Darrieussecq phrases with rare skill. 
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34 Years of Literature



“



Burlesque and comical, MELTING ICE is above all a piece of great virtuosity in which language refines a narrative much deeper than it appears.” Le Matricule des Anges “A novel as hilarious as it is serious on climatic warming.” Libération



“A little jewel of style and humour, extremely well-crafted, which, like an iceberg, moves not only on the surface, but also in-depth.” En Attendant Nadeau “Setting free a completely unbridled fiction, it is with the most innocent expression that Baqué gets us wrapped up in these improbable, preposterous twists and turns, where the flamboyant velocity competes with a foolproof phlegm. In short, so classy! The reader is overjoyed.” Le Vif L’Express “A weird and disillusioned epic, with humour as phlegmatic as our hero, who could well be the main actor in an Aki Kaurusmäki movie.” Livres Hebdo



Joël Baqué Melting Ice Louis, a taciturn, retired butcher, a widow whose life used to be calm and orderly, accidently turns into an universal icon of ecology thanks to a journey that starts in a flee market – where he falls in love with an irresistible emperor penguin – and continues from Antarctica right up to the Far North, ending up in the port of Toulon. At this point, Louis, sitting atop an iceberg that



had been brought there at great expense by a manufacturer of soft drinks prepared with melted polar ice, has been transformed into a living, contradictory advocate against the melting of the polar ice cap. In this novel, the Melting Ice does indeed come from the polar ice cap, as has been pointed out, but it also tells the story of a man whose existence, which had



been frozen and aimless before, takes on a new, unpredictable, adventurous, extremely funny and important path. Melting Ice is also living proof of Joël Baqué’s immense talent ; his writing is simple, rich and inventive. His imagination is at times appealingly delirious and generous, with a hilarious sense of humour.



© Pascal Lefouillé/P.O.L



Selected for the PRIX WEPLER



5 000 copies sold



La fonte des glaces Novel. September 2017, 288 p.



© John Foley/P.O.L



Robert Bober Vienna Before the Night In the early twentieth century, Robert Bober’s great-grandfather, Wolf Leib Frankel, decided to emigrate to the United States ahead of the rest of his family in Poland. After being turned back at Ellis Island, he moved to Vienna, Austria, where life was easier for Jews than in Poland, and where his wife and children ended up joining him. Wolf Leib Frankel died in 1929, before the Nazi obscurantism fell over Europe. Vienna was still a cosmopolitan, open-minded city, an intellectual, artistic, effervescent capital. As a modest tinsmith, there are very few



chances that Wolf Leib Krankel could have met the important writers who spent time in the famous Viennese cafés, but, for Robert Bober, whose work has thrived on this enlightened Central European culture, they are inseparable. In 2012, Robert Bober set off to Vienna on the traces of his grandfather, to make a film of his research. This richly illustrated book contains images from the film as well as its title, historical documents, Robert Bober’s written text and the voice-over of the film.



Vienne avant la nuit Illustrated album. October 2017, 160 p.
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Frédéric Boyer Where the Heart Waits The title Where the Heart Waits is inspired by the Book of Lamentations, the sadness of exile and woe, defining hope as a return to every individual’s profound, physical intimacy. Intimacy is anticipation, tension. And if this place is destroyed or forgone, the dignity of the individual is destroyed. Frédéric Boyer’s book is the story and the study of this personal, collective issue. It remains both philosophical and political. Everyone knows how it feels to lose ground. When you want to bring an end to it all. When you no longer find the inner or outer strength to continue. This event, which often brings forth a feel4



ing of shame or confusion, and at times denial and reproach in others, is at the heart of this investigation and exegesis. What has been lost ? What should be found again ? Hope. This physical, sentimental, intellectual investigation has brought Frédéric Boyer to question the irony of despair in figures such as Job, Paul, Shakespeare and the great Spanish theologians. He goes back to “where the heart waits” : the excess that leads to hope. In this case, hope is seen as the mystery of our participation in what remains unknown, the element of desire and expectation that we do not possess.



© Hélène Bamberger/P.O.L



Là où le coeur attend Essay. September 2017, 192 p.



“ With his virtuoso, droll and affectionate pen, Cadiot lights your fire. Worse, or better, he turns on your ignition.” Le Monde



“It is absurd, smart and erudite, but also poetic and even moving. […] A delicious little treaty on literary creation stuffed with advice to budding authors.” Les Inrockuptibles “The History of Recent Literature attacks with heartening humour the pouncing patterns making the rules” Politis



Olivier Cadiot The History of Recent Literature, volume I & II



© Hélène Bamberger/P.O.L



Histoire de la littérature récente, tome II Essay. October 2017, 256 p.



Volume 1 of The History of Recent Literature contains essays, investigations and stories, a heterogeneous form in which anecdotes, little Romanesque scenes and more speculative developments come together in a light-hearted, digressive mode. It explores the popular misconception about the disappearance of literature, by taking, for example, Philip Roth’s fearmongering at face value : “My prediction is that in thirty years, if not sooner, there will be just as many people reading serious fiction in America as now read Latin poetry.” This project consists in disrupting the questions rather than answering them, by placing oneself right in the middle of the debate, successively adopting all



possible positions, and by the sole means of literature itself, in order to keep up its momentum and respiration in crisp, short chapters. Volume II explores another recent misconception : literature must urgently become the mirror of reality. This injunction cannot be dismissed easily. The narrator decides to make his ivory tower transparent. The book deciphers the contradictions in this affair with the same zigzagging method of exploration as in volume I. It may be apprehended as a practical treaty on reading and writing, as announced on the back cover : five techniques to produce a book. 5



© Hélène Bamberger/ P.O.L



Selected for the PRIX ROMAN FNAC Selected for the PRIX LITTÉRAIRE DU MONDE



“ This brief, feminist and very political text is perhaps her most inventive one.



[…] Marie Darrieussecq impressively ties us up in a narrative full of energy, in which we can find the same humour as in PIG TALES. Once again, she creates an absurd world, which all at once denounces the failings of our society.” Les Inrockuptibles “In this brilliantly executed dystopia, Marie Darrieussecq phrases with rare skill the concerns and key issues of our time, between the senseless destruction of the planet and the transhumanist madness. Outstanding.” Le Matin Dimanche “The author of PIG TALES describes, in an exceptional novel, a futuristic world where surveillance is omnipresent and where clones are kings. […] A rare, strange and oppressive narrative.” L’Obs



Rights sold to :



UK/Australia (Text Publishing) The Netherlands (De Arbeiderspers)



20 000 copies sold Notre vie dans les forêts Novel. September 2017, 192 p. 6



Marie Darrieussecq Our Life in the Forests “I must tell this story. I have to try to understand these things one after the other. And bring all the pieces together. Because everything’s gone to pieces. This is no good. No good at all.” We are in a forest. The narrator, a woman who used to work as a psychotherapist, is hiding with others. What others ? Fellow fugitives, hunted



down in a threatening environment. They are accompanied by strange, floating beings who look just like them. Doppelgangers ? Their clones : they had brought them along, too. As she unfolds her story, the heroin discovers all the causes and the consequences of such a terrifying world. This dystopian novel, in the footsteps of Brave New World, 1984 and Fahr-



enheit 451, is about organ trafficking, gerontocracy and sanitary and political totalitarianism. Marie Darrieussecq and her extremely moving character, always slightly behind the events, marks a return to her first novel, Pig Tales, A Novel of Lust and Transformation.



“ Hedonist, elegant, melancholic and solar all at once, A FARAWAY WORLD is a pure jewel.” Lire



“One of the most remarkable novels of the autumn and more widely of the year.” Diacritik “A very beautiful novel of inner reconciliation aroused from a profound and unexpected encounter.” Politis “A free captivating fantasy, a sometimes devilish reverie, never taking the expected direction. Like in all dreams, the abrupt end amplifies the issues and lingers on long after the book is finished.” Télérama



Célia Houdart A Faraway World One summer in Roquebrune-CapMartin, two young people, Louison and Tessa, break into the Villa E.1027, a white villa designed and built by the Irish architect and designer Eileen Gray. Gréco, an elderly decorator, lovingly looks after this place. One day she comes across two young neohippy dancers who have broken in to squat the villa. Gréco is as sober and modest as they are sensual, half-naked and volcanic. Even though they seem



to be opposites, they learn how to feel comfortable together. This novel is the story of their encounter. Sometimes, their peaceful swimming sessions and meals of fruit are disturbed by incidents provoked by Louison, the strangest, most unpredictable of the three, who invents macabre situations. A Faraway World prolongs the quest and aesthetics of Célia Houdart’s precedent novels. It pursues the



exploration of The Wonders of the World, between realism and discreet fantasy, in a world where the infinitely small communicates with the immensity of landscape. Her sensitive, elegant, fluid, poetic prose is neither afraid of ellipses nor a certain lyricism. Something else is at play here, something stronger, more sensual. The disturbing charm of this book intrigues and then enduringly enchants the reader.



© Hélène Bamberger/ P.O.L



Rights sold to :



Denmark (Etcetera)



Tout un monde lointain Novel. September 2017, 208 p. 7



© Hélène Bamberger/P.O.L



Selected for the PRIX DES LECTEURS DE L’EXPRESS 2017 Selected for the ANAÏS NIN PRIZE 2017 A Netflix television series in preproduction



“ One of the richest and most original literary universes of the moment.” Les Inrockuptibles



“A true crime novel playing with our nerves. […] The provincial bourgeoisie is roughly treated with heartening spite. Dark author Rebecca Lighieri surfs a cruel and delicious genre.” Elle “In this perfected novel, Rebecca Lighieri triumphs gracefully as a writer of perversity. A cunning stylist and efficient narrator.” Le Monde “To begin reading THE BOYS OF SUMMER is fatal. You have only one desire : stop working pronto, stop speaking to everyone and get back to the book.” Ouest France



Rebecca Lighieri The Boys of Summer 8 000 copies sold Les Garçons de l’été Novel. January 2017, 448 p.
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Rights sold to : Germany (Secession Verlag)



Thaddeus and Zachary thought that summer would never end, and that life could be spent riding the waves, caught between sea spray and sparkles. But apparently, fate has other plans… In Rebecca Lighieri’s new novel, her communicative pleasure in cracking down on lies, social conventions, airs and graces is combined with



narrative efficiency and drama, proof that her talent reaches far beyond genres and registers. What seemed to be a happy, hassle-free existence for the two young and beautiful surfer brothers, in pure communion with the waves, turns out to be a terrible downward spiral. The smooth sensation of surfing barely conceals an undoubtedly darker side of the soul.



“ Valérie Mréjen achieves quite a performance on a subject however treated by the greatest.” Le Figaro



“Thanks to Valérie Mréjen’s anonymity and minimalist writing, there’s no preciousness in this book devoted to uncharted territories. […]The distance of a tongue-in-cheek humour mixed with tragicomic.” Libération “Nothing is more common than birth, and nothing more singular, also, when this delicate, playfull, meticulous, poetic writing seizes it”. Le Point “On a subject common to all, THIRD PERSON succeeds in escaping banality. […] A discreet virtuosity makes this moving and joyful book a literary object of high quality” L’Humanité “ A book to offer to all mothers.” Version Femina



Valérie Mréjen Third Person © Hélène. Bamberger/P.O.L



We were two, we became three, which is indeed significant… Valérie Mréjen describes this upheaval in everyday life, as well as in the perception we have of the world. She sheds surprized, perplex light on the child who comes to be, and consequently on what surrounds her : people, things and behaviour. While she allows herself to digress, the text, simply, beautifully written, relates the child’s first



years from the moment they leave the hospital, when the taxi drives the mother, father and baby back home. They see everything afresh : the streets, buildings, pedestrians and people are the same and yet so different from before. Her story is full of anecdotes and revealing moments and reflections. She confronts us with an astonishing, curious enigma : a child.



9 000 copies sold Troisième personne Narrative. January 2017, 144 p.
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Elected NOVEL OF THE MONTH by Elle magazine Shortlisted for the PRIX ELLE 2017



“ Martin Winckler excels in the art of making the days that pass and are alike something fascinating. The



depth of the dialogues between father and son, Abraham’s constant concern to lay the foundations for knowledge of the things in life, the initiation without which education is an empty word, are of extreme beauty.” L’Obs



“A moving portrait of the relation between father and son, a painting with small and sensitive touches in time, this novel is a declaration of love to the pleasure of sharing stories.” Le Monde



Martin Winckler Abraham and Son



35 000 copies sold Abraham et fils Novel. February 2016, 576 p.



Abraham and Son describes a unique filial relationship, through the eyes and ears of a ten year-old boy discovering life’s cruelty, the traps of memory, the secrets of History and the surprises of love and the forces that are at play in our imagination. One day in the spring of 1963, a yellow Dauphine drives up and parks in front of the war memorial on Tilliers Square, in a small French town in the Beauce region. It is transporting Abraham Farkas, repatriated from Algeria, and his son Franz. Abraham’s only concern is his son. Franz is con-



cerned about two issues : his father and books. Their life was shattered a year ago by an “accident” that left Franz amnesic, and that Abraham never speaks about. They move into a large house where Abraham goes back to work, and where both of them have to learn to live with the rest of the world, together and separately. Franz is certainly not as fragile as his father thinks he is but how can he see the world with his father as his only point of reference ? How can he understand the underlying messages



of some and the aggressions of others ? The difference between good and evil ? And how can he grow up when he has forgotten who he is, and when the only person who knows him is mute ? Since he is unable to explore the four corners of his memory, Franz explores the big house and the little town that have become part of their world. He tracks down the mysteriesand the silences there, in an ideal practicing ground for his free-flowing imagination, influenced by the books he is reading.



© Hélène Bamberger/P.O.L



La vie est faite de ces toutes petites choses Novel. September 2016, 336 p.



Martin Winckler Franz and His Stories This second volume in the trilogy inaugurated by Abraham and Son follows the Farkas family between 1965 and 1970. Abraham has become the head doctor in the maternity ward of the Tilliers local hospital ; Claire and two friends are actively engaged in the early stages of the movement for family planning ; Luciane is 18 and would like to gain more freedom  ; Franz keeps a diary, writes short



stories, corresponds with a mysterious interlocutor, meets extraordinary teachers at high school and makes friends with two teenagers who, like him, have come from faraway countries. During their engagements, the Farkas come across ghosts –  those of the Disappeared in the Algeria war, those left behind by the French colonial empire  – and do their best to bring them out of oblivion.



This polyphonic novel evokes France in the sixties through other voices than those of history books. It irresistibly reminds us of popular adventure and mystery literature, as well as television series. Each chapter is a story in itself, generating other stories, which follow and blend together, creating a genuine page-turner.



12 000 copies sold Les Histoires de Franz Novel. September 2017, 528 p. 11



“ Julie Wolkenstein pursues her long-term undertaking in this freely flowing novel in shape and tone, written with a firm but delicate hand […] Funny and cheerful, strewn with literary and cinematographic references gracefully balanced thanks to a measured dose of self-mockery.” Le Journal du Dimanche “Julie Wolkenstein challenges time. We delightfully enjoy every moment, as in live action, while she transforms her ‘road-movie’ into a thrilling and unpredictable detective novel.” Télérama “An ambitious novel, as abundant as life.” Le Figaro Funny, clever and wonderfully entangled, this erudite puzzle in an Anglo-Norman setting has incredible charm.” L’Opinion



© Hélène Bamberger/P.O.L



Julie Wolkenstein Holidays



5 000 copies sold Les Vacances Novel. September 2017, 368 p. 12



Autumn, 1952 : in a run-down castle in the Eure region of France, Eric Rohmer is shooting Les Petites Filles modèles (The Model Little Girls). It is his first feature film. Almost finished, never released, the film has since disappeared. This is a fact. Nobody knows what happened to the film. Was it lost, stolen or destroyed by an unsatisfied Rohmer himself ? Spring, 2016 : Sophie, a retired university professor, specialist on the Coun-



tess de Ségur, and Paul, a young man writing a thesis on missing films, are travelling around Normandy looking for traces, witnesses and explanations : for example, did Joseph Kéké, the Beninese student who produced the film, really break one of the striptease-poetess’s teeth ? What are ruined castles used for ? What is the relationship between the Countess de Ségur, Eric Rohmer and erotic cinema in the seventies ?



This mind-blowing, funny novel leaves open trails in its wake. New, real or invented characters appear in every page, nourishing an investigation that blends the truest facts and the most unbridled fiction. There is also unexpected depth in the pleasing, cavalier, spiritual tone of this book, and Paul and Sophie end up unintentionally discovering a lot more about themselves than about the film.



© John Foley/P.O.L



Lamia Ziadé My Great Arabian Melancholy In this book, there are ruins and martyrs, vestiges, temples, sanctuaries, doorways, tombs, coffins, mausoleums, graveyards and epitaphs. There are mythical entombments and mass graves. Dead resistant fighters, slaughtered revolutionaries, assassinated leaders, massacred children, tortured partisans, hanged nationalists. There are heroic rebels. Saints, prophets, gods, virgins, archangels, victims and murderers. There are also militiamen and dictators, Fedayeen and Mujahedeen, a kamikaze nurse, a Miss Universe and a Red Prince, emirs, pashas, caliphs, patriarchs and poets. Elegance, class, style, manners, touch, labels, flame, passion, ideals, a cause. There are Black September and the battle of Kerbala, the coast of Beirut, the speech of Alexandria, the head of Saint John the Baptist and that of the



Imam Hussin, the fiancée from Naplouse and the fireworks expert from the Casbah, the female prisoner from Khyam and the typewriter from Algiers, Pan Am Boeings and the King of Iraq’s automobile, Jesus’ minaret and Mahomet’s rock. There are also a missing Imam, a hidden Sheikh, an inspiring Ayatollah, a deleted Mufti and an ambiguous Mufti. Terrorist attacks, burials, processions, funerals, corteges, tears. There are massacres, killings, slaughtering. Blasts. Blood, sighs, tears laments, dust, smoke, mud, broken glass, rubble, desolation, sadness, agony, drama, tragedy, grief, crowns, flowers, ribbons, songs, youyou cries, paradise. A macabre dance. In this book, there is a century of Middle Eastern history.



Ma très grande mélancolie arabe Graphic novel. October 2017, 420 p.
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Winner of the PRIX MARIE-CLAIRE 2017 FICTION FEATURE FILM IN PREPRODUCTION



“



The phrases in FAIRY TALE are chosen with devilish economy and care, so as to strike all senses at the same time. It is the soundtrack of everyday family life. […] In her obviously uneven fight against society, Coralie reminds us of Ken Loach’s heroes. FAIRY TALE is so alive, so visual in its scenes, gestures and mimics, that it gives the impression of a film.” Libération “Terribly political without ever claiming to be so, this novel is brutal and terrifying and yet cheerful, lively and often funny. Never gloomy nor complacent, because the art of writing is there. Undoubtedly.” Télérama



Hélène Zimmer Fairy Tale



© Hélène Bamberger / P.O.L



Fairy Tale Novel. March 2017, 288 p. 14



5 000 copies sold



In this debut novel, Hélène Zimmer describes a woman consumed by everyday life. Moving in as a couple, child-bir th and f inancial obligations, all these constitutive elements of the family participate in the deterioration of her identity. As the statutes pile up, the social layers are superposed : wife, mother, saleswoman, she turns into a scattered, shallow being. Coralie lives for other s. Her life belongs to her children, their father and her boss. She believes she has chosen freely what hampers her. Her story is one of consented imprisonment.



Instead of trying to escape from this servitude, Coralie strives to maintain the little that remains of the equilibrium in this system she has constructed around herself. She resists. She doesn’t give in. A pugnacious, hardy victim. And more than anything else, a victim of her own self. Hélène Zimmer describes this mater ial, emotional, mental dead-end thanks to the remarkable efficiency of her precise, violent, muckraking pen, with dialogues that hit the mark and a rare sense of social observation.
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